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Not a whinge 
Oh my gosh, its mid-October….aghhhhh!!! The Autumn & now Winter 
issue of Interchange was due out at the end of September. Where is it? 
Did I miss it you may ask yourselves?  
 
The reason for the delay is the simple fact that until about a week or so 
ago I didn’t have anything to put in it, nothing, nada, nowt, as they are 
fond of saying up this way. Not one article, story, joke or thesis set the 
bells ringing on my email account and the silence was deafening. 
 
It might sound like I’m whinging a bit, but those who know me will tell 
you it’s not in my nature. I am in fact trying to explain that the 
Interchange mag is for you, yes you and without input from you will be a 
pretty boring affair. 
 
So, I would be very grateful if you could make my job as editor much 
easier by sending things in for me to work with, as that would give me 
more time to perfect my Superman impressions (this will make more 
sense when you’ve read this issue). 
 
On that note, I would like to personally thank Gill for taking the time and 
effort to help me by supplying the majority of the other content in this 
issue. You are a superstar.  
 
Tony Skelling 
tonyskelling@gmail.com 
 
Next Issue: Spring-ish 
Please, please, please send anything in by April 23rd, close scrapes with 
toe-nail clippers, adventures whilst watching paint dry……anything……. 
absolutely anything………or else you’ll get another of my travelogues and 
you know you don’t want that, do you. 

 
Editor Editorial Policy 

Articles will only be edited for grammar and spelling. 
All articles submitted with a name will be published unless they are of tone or content 
which might be offensive or contentious. Any content published cannot be taken to be 

the view of the Governing Council or the Editor 

mailto:tonyskelling@gmail.com


 
Chairman’s Ramblings 
 
 
Well, the exit from lockdown, I was looking forward to in the last ramblings, did 
not seem to last five minutes. Belle and myself managed a couple of weeks away 
on the boat, but I know many of you did not get away at all. 
 
I do not know about you, but I have missed not being around the basin, but at 
least, it looks like I have managed to avoid wearing that kilt this year! 
At the point of writing Government instruction is still to stay at home, but the 
infection rate at last looks to have peaked so let us hope for some lifting of 
restrictions over the next couple of months. 
 
I do not have a lot of news to add to my last ramblings as everything has been 
on hold. One bit of good news I can share is that we have a new member of the 
governing council in Mark Pearsall. Mark is a second-generation member of the 
trust having been introduced to us by his parents. Mark has been co-opted to 
replace Andy Kallender who has done sterling work on basin projects over the 
last few years. Hopefully, Mark will stand at the next AGM to stay on with us. 
 
I know some of you disagreed with the statements I put out on behalf of the 
Governing Council and others felt we were too lax with our interpretation. These 
are unprecedented times; there is a genuine fear for life and there is frustration 
about not being able to get things done. 
 
We all have a common interest in canals, and it is time for us all to work on this. 
Hawne Basin is multi-faceted: it is a working boatyard, a home, a place of work 
and a safe haven to keep leisure boats. Whilst this naturally creates different 
personal priorities please take time to think how your actions impact on others 
in these difficult and stressful times. 
 
In conclusion, we are still looking forward to a coming out of lockdown party, 
how about some ideas to the editor on what we can do. 
 
Kind Regards 
 
Richard 

 



In Memoriam 
 

#  

Bob May 
27th March 1932 – 13th July 2020 

 
 
Many of you will 
remember Bob May with 
his beautiful boat Hecla 
which was moored at 
Hawne Basin.  
 
Bob will be remembered 
for his amazing 
photography, particularly 
of the BCN. He was often 
seen wandered get 
around Hawne Basin with 
his camera taking photos 
of anything interesting that caught his eye.  
 



 
 
 
People may not know that Bob did his National Service in Egypt and it was there 
that he discovered the joys of photography.  
 
On returning to Birmingham he became 
employed as a photographer initially at the 
Sunday Mercury and later with the 
Birmingham Post and Mail until his 
retirement in 1992.  
 
 
Bob bought his first boat in the late 60's and 
spent many, many, years cruising the canals 
around the country. His developing love of 
the canals led him to publish a series of 
articles in the Birmingham Post and Mail 
some of which we are lucky enough to have 
in our archive at Hawne Basin.  
 
Sadly, Bob's health began to deteriorate sometime around 2015 but despite his 
difficulties he still visited the Basin and enjoyed 'messing about ' on his boat.  
 
In the Eulogy for Bob, his 
family expressed their 
gratitude to people at 
Hawne Basin for looking 
out for Bob. He saw the 
community here as his 
second family.  
 
 
We will miss him.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DofE 
 
We were all set for a busy year 
of DofE in 2020 until the lock 
down in March put paid to our 
Easter trip. We then hoped that 
the situation would ease by the 
summer.... but it didn't so the 
summer trips were cancelled. 
Not to be deterred, many of 
the young people signed up for 
the October half term trip. 
We all thought life would be 
back to normal by then......how 
wrong we were!!!  
 
Mick Cowles and myself had 
numerous discussions about 
the feasibility of running the 
trip in October but despite the 
fact that it was fully booked we 
made the decision to cancel. 
With hindsight it was the right 
decision as Birmingham and 
Sandwell were put under 
special conditions that week. Our trip goes through both of those places so I am 
sure we made the right call.  
 
We are hoping that by Easter 2021 we will be up and running again. If anyone 
who holds a Helmsman Certificate is interested in becoming part of our team of 
skippers for these trips please get in touch with me.  
A special thanks to Mick for his continuing hard work with this project and for 
the amazing Risk Assessment he put together in the hope that we could go in 
October. (it will not be wasted). A huge THANK YOU also to Graham Hatton for 
the refurbishment of the DofE shed. 
 
Gill Reynolds  
DOfE Project Manager  

 



 
You don’t know how lucky you 
are (or what makes Hawne Basin such a special place). 

 

WARNING 
 
If you are of a delicate nature please don’t read the first line below and move 
onto the main text. 
 

F@#%!!   F@#%!!   F@#%!! 
 
I’m sure it could be heard echoing down the slipway and most likely into the 
heart of Halesowen itself. Why the expletive laden language emanating from 
deep within the engine bay of Lottie Jane, well for that, let’s go back to the 
beginning. 
 
It all began with those famous last words, it shouldn’t take long, it should be 
relevantly straight forward. Yes, those few words that often come back to haunt 
us in spades. You’ve all uttered them so don’t kid yourselves.  
 
So, what’s the job that caused this expletive laden outburst your thinking, Stern 
gland packing. Should be pretty straight forward. Remove lock nuts, remove 
main nuts, slide out collar, remove old packing, put in new packing and 
reassemble. Easy peassy.  
 
The first thing that gets in the way of this simple process is reality. Looking down 
into the engine bay you realise that your actually 5ft taller than you need to be 
to get in and sort it. Other than chopping off my legs and a lot of my body, most 
of which I’m quite fond of, it would mean turning myself into a contortionist. 
 
So that’s how I ended up lying prone across the engine with my head down in 
the sump and my feet out behind me looking like a deranged superman, about 
to crash into the ground. All was going according to plan, as I said earlier easy 
peasy. To finish, I’d just got to tighten the collar nuts back up, checking they 
we’re level each side by using inside calipers. No problem. Prop shaft still 
moving freely, yep. One more 1/8 turn should do it.  
 
 



Faint hearted, please close your eyes and cover your ears at this point.  
 
Sweat dripping down my forehead and running off my nose the last thing you 
ever want to hear in this position is SNAP. Not the fun shout in the world-
famous card game, I could handle that.  No, the not so famous SNAP as the stud 
shears away from the stern greaser assembly and falls into your hand like an 
unwelcome guest come to ruin your day. 
 
Hopefully, now you understand the expletive laden start to this story. The 
feelings that follow that heart felt out pouring is something that goes through 
various stages, disbelief, anger, despair and how the hell did that happen, then 
the cost implications hit, that’s going to be expensive. Then other implications of 
the disaster start to unfold. It’s Wednesday and we’re due back in the water on 
Friday morning. Lottie can’t go in as she stands as she’ll become a submarine not 
a narrowboat.  
 
Now, I’m not the weakest person in the world nor am I the strongest so how the 
hell had the stud sheared off. After extracting myself from the engine bay, a 
mean feat in itself, I examined the end of the stud where it had sheared off. It 
was the same dull colour as the rest of the thread. Hmmm, surely it should be 
shiny. 
 
At this point, I can tell you all how lucky you all are to have such a fountain of 
knowledge at your disposal and the lovely people who are willing to lend a hand 
in a crisis. As I walked around Lottie muttering to myself, I happened to see Tony 
Friar and it crossed my mind to see what he thought of the offending stud. A 
quick glance and confirmation “it’s been cracked for a long time that”. Ah hah, 
I’d not suddenly turned into Mr. Universe.  
 
After explaining what had happened, Tony straight away said “let’s have look” 
and that’s how, 20 minutes later he was doing a superman impression on my 
engine, although unlike mine, this time with an angle drill and stud extractors. 
Thirty minutes later the jobs done, a new stainless-steel bolt and lock nuts in 
position, jobs a good un. 
 
It’s difficult to put into words the heartfelt thanks I would like send to  
Tony and all the other kind people who helped during this crisis. All I can say is 
how lucky you all are to have such a fantastic bunch of people as part of the 
Hawne Basin Community and I really mean that. 
 
P.S Lottie is still a narrowboat and luckily not a submarine. 
 



Which brings me onto 

A Slippery Slope (or see what I mean). 
 
We bin avin a bit of a gaerm wi the Slipway 
just lately an we reckoned it wuz abaht time 
we dun summat ter fix it.  
 
On the 17th September we ad a spare day 
soo we got the weels off the trolley an gid 
em a good graising . Then it wuz on with the 
waders and unbolt the under wairter bit of 
the track and straighten it up. We put new 
packin plates under the track an bolted it 
back up agen . We thort we'd got it sorted, 
but wen we wuz pullin BuzzKat out the track 
wuz still movin soo we wor appy !  
 
We lef it till the next Mundy and we wuz in 
the cut agen  mekkin new spacer brackets so 
the track cudn't move an weldin an boltin plates on to keep everthin right.  
 
All the graftin seems to hav dun the trick. Thanks to Graham for scroungin the 
nuts and bolts and to Keith Miles for drillin the oles under  wairter wiv a big 
lectric drill ( doe tell the Elth an Sairfty bloke ! ) and to Neil off BuzzKat for elpin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The next Friday the slip werked like a gud 
un , soo we ope its gunna be a gud wile 
afower we got to be up to we ballies in 
wairter  agen. 
 
Thanks lads 
Tony  
 
(Translations available on request from 
any Black Country bloke or blokess) 
 
Gill x 
 

 

 
CAPTION COMPETITION 
(photo from before lockdown) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fancy winning a couple of bottles of Yorkshire Real Ale. Well here’s your chance. 
The caption that makes me laugh the most will receive a couple of bottles of 
beer from two small independent breweries, can’t say fairer than that. Send 
your captions to me, tonyskelling@gmail.com before the next issue sees the 
light of day and I’ll publish the winner and drop off the beer the next time I’m 
down at the basin. 
 

mailto:tonyskelling@gmail.com


Now that’s what I call Saxxy 

(or a Musical Covid Interlude) 
 

            
 

 



The Trip That Nearly Didn’t Happen 
 

Carol and I had talked about taking the boat to 
Denver for a couple of years, her parents live only 
a few miles down the road from the sluice which 
we’ve passed on several occasions on our way to 
visit them. 

Normally Brass Band engagements/commitments 
wouldn’t allow us the time needed to undertake 
such an extended trip as going to Denver, but this 
year,(ironically thanks to Covid 19) all Band 
rehearsals and engagements are off, thus 
allowing us the time needed for  the trip we had 
in mind.  
 
After talking to a few people who had 
undertaken this particular run we decided not 
just to boat to Denver and then return the same 
way, but return via Boston, Torksey and the tidal 
Trent. However, to make this possible it would 
involve a short sea crossing across The Wash. 
 
To cut a long story short, after several weeks and many miles of unfamiliar 
waterways and not a few diversions, Monday the 21st sees us tied up at Denver 
waiting to hear from our guide Darrol whether the weather was going to be 
favourable enough to make the crossing.  
 
Now I’m not a fan of rivers the level being much too variable for my comfort so 
needless to say I didn’t take the thought of a sea crossing at all lightly, that said, 
with the weather forecast not looking very promising, it was entirely possible we 
might not be making the crossing at all, at least not that week, anyway. With 
days getting shorter and colder as far as I was concerned it was this week or 
never. 
 
The following day, just in case the weather brightened up sufficiently, we 
prepared the boat ie got the anchor out, taped up the low-level vents etc. and 
waited to hear from Darrol. Early Wednesday morning we called Darrol again 
and he said the forecast was looking promising and he would meet us at Denver 
shortly. 9:15am Darrol roles up and after a cup of tea and a quick chat, he 



notices that Denver lock was now open for us, so without further ado we were 
off. 
 
A few days earlier we had met up with Heather Boyce (you know Heather,,,, The 
Bossy one) on her boat Bleasdale,  she had also booked Darrol but due to a few 
unforeseen events she had been delayed by a few weeks and so ended up 
crossing with us. This suited Carol and I as it meant Darrol would be with 
Heather on her boat and not crowded on Hector with us. 
 
The first part of the trip, once we were through Denver sluice/lock that is, 
involved a run down a section of the Tidal Ouse. There are several sand banks to 
be aware of, which are covered on high tides. Thankfully their approximate 
position is marked by flags, giving us ample time to take the necessary avoiding 
action thus saving ourselves the embarrassment of going aground and having to 
wait there with a very red face for the next high tide. This section of The Tidal 
Ouse, from Denver to a little way past Wigggenhall, runs almost parallel to the 
Denver Relief Channel which we had already investigated.  
 
If only the EA had seen fit to put in a 
lock at EACH end of this channel 
instead of just a sluice at the bottom 
end it would have saved us 
approximately 3 hrs of tidal water, 
hey ho I’m sure they have their 
reasons for not doing so, possibly  
cost..  
 
Once we were passed the end of this 
Relief Channel (marked by the 
aforementioned sluice), the river 
suddenly becomes altogether wider. 
However, once you get past King’s 
Lynn it’s a whole new ball game. 
Almost before we realised it we were 
on open water and it’s already 
starting to get a little choppy.  
However, at this point in the 
proceedings it was fine, the wind was 
fairly gentle with little or no sign of 
rain.  
 
 



 
With Heather and Darrol leading the way on 
Bleasdale it wasn’t long before we got our 
first glimpse of Boston, the Church tower of 
St. Botolph’s (AKA the Boston Stump) over on 
the horizon, however rather than aiming 
straight for it as I assumed we would, Darrol 
was taking us further and further out to sea, 
the Boston Stump remaining doggedly on our 
left, or should that now be our Port side. 
 
After a few hours of this Darrol suddenly 
slowed right up so we could have a look at 
the local seal population basking on one of 
the many sandbanks in what little warmth the 
sun was managing to push through the now 
ominous looking clouds that were now 
starting to gather on all sides. Another reason 
for Darrol bringing us to a halt (by now we 
were out of gear, just floating with the wind) 
was that he had noticed a squall building and 
was eager to avoid it, as were we.  
 
After about half an hour of this drifting about Darrol decided we had now 
avoided the squall and deemed it safe to continue, unfortunately things didn’t 
quite work to plan.  
 
By now the wind had increased notably and with it the waves. It wasn’t long 
before we felt the first few drops of rain. As I was steering at the time, Carol said 
she would nip inside and put her waterproofs on before things got too serious, 
then we could swap and I could do likewise. No sooner had Carol managed to 
put her coat on than I was hit full in the face by what seemed like the entire 
contents of a fire man’s hose, and no, that wasn’t a euphemism. I went from 
completely dry to being totally soaked through to the skin in what seemed like a 
nano second. 
 
I told Carol to stay where she was, it was pointless us both getting wet and to be 
honest I couldn’t have got any wetter. It was only when I’d got my breath back 
that I realized I had no idea where Bleasdale and with it Darrol the pilot were. I 
could barely make out the front of Hector let alone another boat possibly a 
hundred yards in front. The only thing I could do was to hang on the tiller for 
grim death, steer as straight a course as was possible and hope against hope 



that this impenetrable rain wouldn’t last too long. Thankfully after about 5 
minutes I caught a glimpse of Heather’s, sorry Bleasdale’s rear end through the 
rain and vowed silently not to lose sight of it again till we were safely tied up at 
Boston. 
 
This horrible weather (Darrol later told us the wind was blowing at at least 30 
MPH at this point) continued for what seemed like an eternity, though in reality 
it probably only lasted for about half an hour. Very soon the rain started to ease 
and not long afterwards the sun put in a brave appearance and with it a 
tantalizing glimpse of Boston’s eponymous Stump, which sadly didn’t appear to 
be any closer than when we had first caught sight of it several hours previously. 
 
We were by this time still at least 4 hours from Boston lock and the light was 
fading, thankfully we were only about a couple of hours from the start of Boston 
Haven. By the time we reached the Haven it was properly dark, the way 
however was well marked by the usual red and green navigation lights, so with 
Bleasdale leading the way, navigating up the Haven wasn’t a problem, the 
problem started when a couple of hours later when we reached Boston Docks. 
 
I thought, (wrongly as it turned out) that boating through Boston docks would 
be the easy bit, given that they (the docks) are surrounded by well light roads 
and buildings, however, this was not to be the case. The further into the dock 
area we travelled the harder it was to actually see where we were going, the 
surrounding light making it almost impossible for my eyes to adjust to what little 
light was available at river level. Because Hector is 60ft and Boston lock is 
considerably less than that, the only way to get through onto the river Witham 
and tie up is to go through when the level of the water in the docks and the 
Witham on the other side of the lock are equal.  
 
Unfortunately, we had arrived a little early so had to stop and lay up for 15 or so 
minutes before we could enter the lock and then another 30 to 40 minutes 
whilst the tide and the river levels equalized and we were able to proceed and 
tie up on the finger moorings a few yards up the river. Rarely have I been so 
relieved to turn the engine out, me poor Lister, for most of the crossing running 
flat out, but bless his little cotton socks he never once felt strained or missed a 
beat. Would I do it again??? Probably, though maybe a little earlier in the year.              
The time to complete the crossing??  From letting go at Denver to tying up at 
Boston, exactly 11 hours.    

 
 



 
London Station Quiz – The Answers 
 
So! How we’ll did you do on the quiz in the last issue? Did you meet your 
Waterloo, or did you Bank on your knowledge to get you through the 
brain teaser? I know I ended up banging my head against a Black Wall as I 

found quite a few of them were driving me Barking mad        .  
 

Enough already, here are the answers to see how well you did     . 
 

 

1. Bank.    2. Archway.    3. Kings Cross.    4. Oxford Circus.     5. Victoria                     
 

6. Marble Arch.      7. Temple.     8. Monument.       9. Royal Albert 
 
10. All Saints.    11. Bond Street.   12. Elephant & Castle.   13. Baker Street. 
 
14. Ladbroke Grove.   15. Wimbledon.   16. Richmond.  17. Parsons Green. 
 
18. Shepherds Bush.    19.Barbican.  20. Knightsbridge.  21. Canary Wharf. 
 
22. Barking.   23. Arsenal.     24. Green Park.      25. Swiss Cottage. 
 
26. Oakwood. 27. Seven Sisters.  28. Snaresbrook. 29. Clapham Common. 
 
30. Grange Hill.    31. Cyprus.   32. Embankment.  33. Bow Church. 
 
34. London Bridge.  35. Earls Court.   36.Burnt Oak.   37. Blackfriars.  
 
38. Angel.   39. Blackwall.   40. White Chapel.   41. Waterloo.  
 
42.  Vauxhall.    43. West Ham.    44. Highgate.   45. Leicester Square.  
 
46. Mile End. 47. Oval.  48. Queensway.  49. Paddington.  50. Westminster 

 

 

 



 

And the other one. 
 

  
 
1. Canada    2. West Indies    3. Ireland.    4. Russia.      
 
5. Mozambique   6. Bahamas.   7. Taiwan.     8. New Zealand.        
 
9. Holland   10. Columbia.   11. Brazil.   12. Cuba.   13.Wales. 
 
14. Portugal.  15. Romania.  16. Japan.  17. Lichtenstein.  18. Bali.     
 
19.Iraq.  20. China.  21. Belgium.    22. Singapore.   23. Bahrain.      
 
24. India.    25. Hungry.  26. North Korea.  27. Kampuchea.  28. Sweden. 



COOMBESWOOD CANAL TRUST 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM 
 

 

Membership is renewable annually on 1st August 
 

TITLE: _________________ FULL NAME: ______________________________________________________ 

 

ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

__________________________________________________________ POSTCODE: ___________________ 
 

TELEPHONE No: ______________________________EMAIL: _______________________________________ 

 
BOAT NAME: ________________________________________________ 

 

JOINT MEMBER 

 

TITLE: _________________ FULL NAME: ______________________________________________________ 

 
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________ POSTCODE: ___________________ 
 

TELEPHONE No: ____________________________ EMAIL: __________________________________________ 

 
Membership Fees 

Associate Membership £25.00 -Associations, Organisations and Companies 

 
Individual Membership (18+) £8.00 ) – Individuals and Families 

Joint Membership  £14.00 )  

 
OVER 60 Membership £6.00  

Joint OVER 60 Membership £10.00             Full-Time Student  £6.00 

 
Full copies of the Rules of the Trust are available on the website or from the Trust Office. The information on this form  

will be recorded on a computerised database. In accordance with the Data Protection Act (1984) members may examine 

their entry at any reasonable time by prior arrangement. 
 

Membership Paid:  £ ____________________ 

 
I wish to make a donation: £ ____________________ 

 

Total Enclosed:  £ ____________________ Please make cheques payable to  
‘Coombeswood Canal Trust’ 

 

Signed: ___________________________________________________________Date: __________________________ 
 

Skills I/we can offer the Trust: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Trade/Profession the Trust can ask for quotes: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please return this form and your payment either to the Trust Office or by post to: 

Caroline Whorton, 21 Hyperion Road, Stourton, Stourbridge DY7 6SD 

UK Taxpayers may like to increase the worth of their contributions by signing a GIFT AID 

DECLARATION .Please contact us by either the email address or telephone number above and we 

will be happy to send you a form. If you wish to set up a yearly Standing Order with your own Bank 

to pay your membership, our Bank Details are: The Co-operative Bank, PO Box 250, Delf House, 

WN8 6WT,  

Acct No. 65566440, Sort Code 08-92-99 



 

 

 

 

 


